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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

One of the major activities of the Society is the pre-
sention of the annual awards. This task is easily the
most enjoyable aspect of the Presidency. The two awards
presented directly by the Society are the Coblentz Award
and the Williams-Wright Award.

For 1986 the Williams-Wright Award is a dual pre-
sentation to Dr. Joseph Barrett and Dr. Abe Savitzky.
Dr. Barrett has been heavily involved in Raman spec-
troscopy of gases and has made notable contributions to
instrumental development in this area. His work in both
linear and nonlinear techniques has gained him well-
deserved recognition in both academic and industrial
circles. Dr. Abe Savitzky has made many contributions
to widely varying areas of molecular spectroscopy. His
imaginative implementation of computer-assisted tech-
niques in infrared spectroscopy makes him a well-rec-
ognized awardee. The Williams-Wright award is pre-
sented annually at the Pittsburgh Conference. The
chairman of the 1987 award selection committee is Dr.
Tom Malloy, Shell Development, P.O. Box 1380, Hous-
ton, TX 77001. I would encourage anyone to submit
nominations for this award. The conditions are simply
that the awardee shall have made significant contribu-
tions to vibrational spectroscopy while working in in-

dustry, and must be actively working at the time of the
award.

The 1986 Coblentz awardee is Dr. Joel Harris. Dr.
Harris has made significant contributions in the area of
lasers in analytical chemistry. His work in thermal len-
sing and laser mode noise analysis, in combination with
his work in spectral band analysis, made him an excel-
lent choice for this very prestigious award. The Coblentz
Award is presented each year at The Molecular Spec-
troscopy Symposium at Columbus, Ohio. The chairman
of the 1987 selection committee is Dr. Steve Leone, JILA
Campus Box 440, Univ. of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309.
Again, I would encourage you to submit nominations for
this award. It provides high visibility for both the So-
ciety and the awardee. The only restrictions are that the
awardee must not have reached his or her thirty-sixth
birthday by January 1 of the year of the award. It is
meant to recognize a young researcher who has made
significant contributions to molecular spectroscopy.

There are two other awards which the Coblentz So-
ciety currently participates in: the Lippencott Award,
sponsored jointly by the SAS, the OSA, and the Cob-
lentz Society, and the Bomem Michelson Award, admin-
istered by the Coblentz Society. The Bomem Award is
new this year and is meant to recognize active, innova-
tive spectroscopists between the ages of 37 and 50. The

How many can you name?
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award carries with it a $2500 honorarium. Nominations
for the 1987 award should be sent to Dr. William Harris,
Room 340, Chemistry Division, NSF, Washington, D.C.
20205.

These awards all serve to recognize your colleagues in
spectroscopy and also to provide high public visibility
for the Society. I would strongly recommend that you
nominate people you feel are qualified. The selection
committees are appointed by the President of the So-
ciety and we are currently attempting to make them
rotating two- or three-year positions. If you are inter-
ested in serving on these committees at some time in
the future just let the President of the Society know at
any time. While, obviously, participation is limited (5
members per committee) it would be nice to have a list
of people who are really interested in serving in this
capacity.

Bnucp CuASn, President
The Coblentz Society

SPECTROSCOPIC FORECAST:
A FISHING EXPEDITION IN THE
FAR.INFRARED?

Nothing could possibly be as useless as analytical
chemists believe the far-infrared to be. Ever since the
early days of FT-IR, when it became possible to obtain
reasonable far-IR spectra with a finite amount of pa-
tience, academic research on the far-IR region has been
active.

This work, a large portion of which originates in Eu-
rope, has furnished us with a number of characteristic
group frequencies involving heavy atoms, occasional elu-
cidations of difficult molecular vibration problems, some
insights into recondite molecular structures, and lots of
spectral data.

What is glaringly missing here are significant practical
applications. Despite all this good work, with good in-
strumentation widely available and a good theoretical
infrastructure, anal5rtical chemists have not developed
any major applications to far-infrared spectroscopy.

It is a fact of life that analytical chemists are the lead-
ing-end users of spectroscopic science, with their num-
bers and resources playing a major role in supporting
and advancing the spectroscopic state of the art. Their
failure to bless far-infrared spectroscopy thus weighs
heavily on the future of the field.

Yet nothing could possibly be as useless as analytical
chemists believe far-infrared spectra to be. No one seri-
ously believes that far-infrared spectra fail to respond
to all kinds of chemical and physical parameters of the
sample. In fact, these responses are often quite dramatic
for rather small changes in the sample.

Clearly, it is not information that is lacking in our
data. What is missing is interpretability. We have too
much information, none of it separable and readily rec-
ognizable. When a dozen different and often unrelated
effects all contribute to the optical constants at any giv-
en wavelength, too much data seems equally as bad as

too little. We can see few clear group frequencies in the
far-IR, yet nobody argues that the spectrum is affected
by any and all groups present. Every compound has a
different spectrum in this region, but it is quite rare for
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a given compound in slightly different physical states to
have the same spectrum. Concentration does indeed af-
fect intensity in the far-IR, but a quantitative analysis
is a far from trivial effort. And so on.

Consider some of the potentials of the far-IR. We know
that far-IR polymer spectra are made more difficult to
interpret because of their susceptibility to supramolec-
ular structural features. At the same time, we are told
that the mid-infrared is a poor direct predictor of poly-
mer mechanical properties, because these are heavily in-
fluenced by supramolecular features which do not affect
mid-IR spectra. Does this not sound like two problems
that may solve each other?

Given the many phenomena which can only be seen
in the mid-IR as second-order effects, if at all, the per-
turbation sensitivity of far-IR spectra may be a virtue
rather than a defect.

But how can we extract this information? Recent ad-
vances in the near-IR may be instructive here. The spec-
tral region is aflicted by similar extensive overlap of
spectral features, nonseparability of information, and
interpretation difficulties. Here the use of learning al-
gorithms, multilinear regressions on known samples, and
optimization routines led to rapid advances in the ana-
lytical utility of the technique. Machine learning meth-
ods showed an ability to uncover hidden, obscured, or
unobvious correlations that would probably defy the skill,
and certainly the patience, of many a spectroscopist.

Maybe the time has arrived to attempt the same
method in far-IR spectroscopy. Here unavoidable non-
linearities will call for the use of fairly substantial com-
puters. But a great opportunity for the far-infrared
spectral region may arise from the systematic applica-
tion of learning algorithms to reference sample sets.

Torues Hrnscurpr-o

1986 COBLENTZ AWARD

Dr. Joel M. Harris, Professor of Chemistry at the Uni-
versity of Utah, has been selected as the recipient of the
1986 Coblentz Award for outstanding contributions to
molecular spectroscopy by a young scientist. Dr. Harris
was born in Charleston, West Virginia, in 1950. He re-

Jim Sprouse looking happy and carefree.



ceived his B.S. degree from Duke University in 1972 and
his Ph.D. from Purdue University in 1976 under the
direction of Professor Fred E. Lytle. He was appointed
Assistant Professor of Chemistry at the University of
Utah in 1976 and promoted to the rank of Associate
Professor in 1981 and Professor in 1985. Dr. Harris was
awarded an Alfred P. Sloan Fellowship for the period
1985 to 1987 and currently holds professional member-
ships in the American Chemical Society, the Optical So-
ciety of America, and the Society for Applied Spectros-
copy.

The principal theme of the research of Professor Har-
ris is the use of lasers in analytical chemistry. He has
made significant contributions to four primary areas of
endeavor: (1) thermal lensing spectroscopy for quanti-
tating very low levels of absorption; (2) the use of laser
mode noise to extract fluorescence lifetimes; (3) the
mathematics of overlapping analytical data; and (4) the
investigation of flow injection as a sample-handling pro-
cedure suitable to laser-based methods of ultra-trace
analysis. Through a deep understanding of modern
methods of laser spectroscopy, optical methods, and the
theory of detection, Dr. Harris has carried out pioneer-
ing contributions to the advancement of spectroscopic
methods of chemical analysis.

Professor Harris will formally receive his Award at the
Coblentz Society Symposium to be held at the Sympo-
sium on Molecular Spectroscopy in Columbus, Ohio, next
June.

AN APPEAL TO ALL OF YOU

Dear Coblentz Members:
The Coblentz Society Newsletter is just that, the So-

ciety's Newsletter. The Society members need to con-
tribute to make it the news link that it was designed to
be. To help broaden our Newsletter we are requesting
that each board and committee member submit at least
one article a year. This can be on any topic you wish, an
opinion you have, or a question or thought that you
would like to throw out. Also encourage other Society
members who are not committee members to contribute
if they wish.

Article deadlines are always the 10th of every uneven
month to be included in the following Newsletter. Ar-
ticles need to be sent to Kathy Kalasinsky (Mississippi
State Chemical Laboratory, P.O. Box CR, Mississippi
State, MS 39762).

The Society Newsletter is also one of our publicity
outlets. Many spectroscopists see this Newsletter, and
the more broadened we can make it, the more members
we will be able to draw, and then we will be able to offer
more to the field of spectroscopy.

The next due date is right before the Columbus Con-
ference. Get your articles in before then and the News-
letter that comes out after the Conference will be the
best ever.

Sincerely,
KarHRvN S. KalasrNsrv
Coblentz Society
Publicity Chairman &

Board Member

IR INTERPRETATION AV PROGRAM
COPRODUCED BY SAVANT AND
JOHN WILEY & SONS LIMITED
NOW AVAILABLE

SAVANT Audiovisuals, Inc. of Fullerton, California,
and John Wiley & Sons Limited of Chichester, England,
have co-published an audiovisual training program on
the interpretation of infrared spectra.

This slide/tape program, written by J. H. van der Maas
with E. T. G. Lutz, is composed of eight lessons which
systematically cover the major IR group frequencies. The
package contains 123 slides, four tapes, 10 course books,
an answer book, and 10 correlation tables. It is illus-
trated with high-quality spectra of known compounds
and unknown materials for student practice.

This educational package, IR L000, Interpretation of
Infrared Spectra, complements SAVANT's other in-
frared audiovisual programs, which are concerned with
techniques, instrumentation, and applications. They are:
IR-101, Principles of Infrared Quantitatiue Analysis;
IR-102, Techniques of Solid Sample Handling for In-
frared Spectroscopy; IR-103, Principles of Infrared In'
ternql Reflectance Spectroscopy; and IR-104, Comput-
erized Infrared Spectroscopy: FT-IR and Dispersiue.

SAVANT also produces and sells audiovisual training
programs in Mass Spectroscopy, Nuclear Magnetic Res-
onance, Atomic Absorption, Piasma Emission, Gas and
Liquid Chromatography, and a variety of clinical-
biomedical fields. Most are available in either slide/tape
or video formats.

For further information about IR-1000 and a catalog
of all AV products, contact SAVANT Audiovisuals, Inc.,
P.O. Box 3670, Fullerton, CA 92634, Ph: (714)870-7880.

A NEW AWARD IN SPECTROSCOPY

Bomem Inc., 625, rue Marais, Vanier, Quebec, Cana-
da, a manufacturer of high-performance Fourier trans-
form infrared systems has announced a new award to
honor scientists who have advanced the technique of
vibrational, molecular, Raman, or electronic spectros-
copy.

The BOMEM MICHELSON Award, consisting of a
medal and a $2500 honorarium, is dedicated to the
memory of Professor A. E. Michelson, developer of the
Michelson Interferometer.

The recipient must be actively working in the academ-
ic, industrial, government, or private sector and be be-
tween the ages of 37 and 50.

In order to ensure that the BOMEM MICHELSON
Award is based on an independent evaluation of a can-
didate's performance, the selection will be made by a
committee chosen by the Coblentz Society. A nominat-
ing letter and seconding letter should be sent to:

Dr. Bruce Chase
CRD E 328
Experimental Station
Wilmington, DE 19898

The candidate's C.V. should be included as well as
specific research efforts which make the candidate eli-
gible for this award.

The first presentation will be made at the FACSS
meeting in St. Louis in September, 1986.
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COBLENTZ SOCIETY T-SHIRTS

A new supply of the ever-popular Coblentz Society
T-shirts has been made available! These light blue
T-shirts support the Coblentz Society logo of a prism
with the multi-colored visible spectrum and the saying
"Spectroscopists do it with frequency and intensity." To
get your T-shirt now while this second supply lasts, send

$7.00 for each T-shirt and 91.00 for shipping and han-
dling of each T-shirt to Kathy Kalasinsky, Coblentz So-
ciety Publicity Chairman (Mississippi State Chemical
Laboratory, P.O. Box CR, Mississippi State, MS 39762)
along with your size (men's T-shirt sizes S, M, L, XL)
and mailing address. The first supply sold out rapidly
and only due to a crying demand have we brought them
back again!
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